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By Sandra Brown

SIMON SCHUSTER AUDIO, United States, 2011. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. Unabridged. 147 x
135 mm. Language: English . Brand New. #1 New York Times bestselling author Sandra Brown s
Rainwater, a tender historical novel set in Great Depression-era Texas, is now available unabridged
for only $14.99. The year is 1934. With the country in the stranglehold of drought and economic
depression, Ella Barron runs her Texas boardinghouse with an efficiency that ensures her life will
be kept in balance. She also cares for her ten-year-old son, Solly, a sweet but challenging child
whose misunderstood behavior finds Ella on the receiving end of pity, derision, and suspicion.
David Rainwater arrives at the house looking for lodging but Ella senses that admitting him will
bring about unsettling changes. However, times are hard, so Mr. Rainwater moves in and impacts
her life in ways Ella could never have foreseen. The changes are echoed by the turbulence beyond
the house walls. Friends and neighbors now face financial ruin and in an effort to save their families
from homelessness and hunger, are forced to make heart-rending choices. The climate of
desperation creates a fertile atmosphere for racial tensions and social unrest. Conrad Ellis--
privileged and spoiled...
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ReviewsReviews

Merely no words to spell out. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have read. Your life span will likely be transform as soon as you full reading this
book.
-- Marvin Okuneva-- Marvin Okuneva

Completely among the best publication I have got at any time go through. I have got go through and so i am confident that i will likely to read again once
more down the road. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Zachery Mertz-- Zachery Mertz
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